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Digital Darwinism occurs 
when an Departments 
access to data grows 

faster than their ability to 
analyse it
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Two curves on chart build from left to right. Numbers appear over each data point. “Capability gap” arrow appears once the two curves start to divergeEvery two years, we’re creating more data than through all of history Our ambitions are growing faster than our computers can improve.The definition of real time is changingThe old world analyzes the past, which gives us hindsightReal time means analyzing the new while it’s still newReal time means insight and foresightFor example, Walmart’s transactional database is about 40 petabytes. And they changed not just the face, but the entire practice of in-store retail.By May 2016, Facebook was processing 4 petabytes of data a day. That’s the size of Walmart’s database every ten days.We’re about to take another leap in magnitude in the amount of data available to give us insight.  By 2020, the driver assistance  systems alone of 10 million autonomous cars will generate 40,000 petabytes every day. And that’s just self-driving cars. We’ll be generating such levels of data from IoT sensors all over our “physical world”. Can you capitalize on the data explosion?  99% of data created at the edge is discarded today Deciding what to keep introduces biasBias precludes new insightRaw data is priceless. Someone is going to work this out and create whole new industries. Will it be you, or your competition?Data Source: K. Rupp, http://www.karlrupp.net/2015/06/40-years-of-microprocessor-trend-data/DC’s Data Age 2025 study, sponsored by Seagate, April 2017[Next slide: The New Normal if you want to go deeper into the this graph]





Prediction 8: By 2020, 90% of large enterprises will generate revenue from data-as-a-service
from the sale of raw data, derived metrics, insights, and recommendations - up from nearly 50%
in 2017.
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“Everyone a
Data Provider”



The edge defines your Citizens interaction
Providing a platform to provide real-time experiences and gain insights

People Places Devices Things
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Let’s explore a bit more on edge and on connection to Hybrid:About the edge, if you think about that edge experience, we can clearly break it into a number of key touchpoints. We are either within the boundary of our ecosystem, we’re looking to change the experience or the interaction we have with people, and that could be consumers, it could be citizens, it could be employees.  We want to change potentially the way that we understand the physical spaces that we operate in.  It could be that we want to change the interaction through the use of the plethora of devices in the market, or we’re driving IoT agendas and connecting to the world around us in a sense as well.  <next slide>



HPE’s citizen-centric & outcomes-driven approach

Innovative new citizen services

Higher quality, inclusive services

Secure and private

Efficient and CAPEX  OPEX

Transformation fueled by data and insights

Innovation driven by democratization of data, 
advanced analytics & new business models

Core services

Agility & resilience

Collaboration &
innovation

Quality of life

New economy ready

Connected city
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This is our model - as a technology company, it is a bit counterintuitive. After having worked with cities and speaking to them, looking at what our competition has been doing, where they have succeeded or not succeed – leading with technology doesn’t work. We look at what are the outcomes – what is the process + technology meant to deliver. And in that we believe that cities have to deliver six things.Quality of life: People have a choice – they can pick up and leave if they are not getting what they need. Cities are in competition with each other. Things like green spaces, clean spaces, public safety, etc.New economy ready: Cities thrive on the so called “network effect”. Networks of people are self-reinforcing, and therefore the cities have to retain existing jobs and create new jobs. An example is the work we have done in China. Many of these cities had jobs, but they wanted to move upwards from high polluting jobs into the next generation jobs in precision manufacturing, the digital economy, etc.Connected city: Need to be able to move people, goods and more importantly, information – within the city and outside.Core services: Those are the services that make it all work, education, healthcare, social services, police. Agility and resilience: This comes up all the time in discussions with mayors. How does the city react with speed – the agility of it…whether it is a natural disaster or changes in policy? How does the city bounce back from shocks or stresses and learn from it and feel better tomorrow?Collaboration & innovation: We need partners – how do create a sustainable framework for collaboration and innovation that solves the problems of tomorrow and creates innovation in the future. This is an ongoing journey. Therefore this notion of future city is important. We chose this term because these cities don’t just become smart or reach an end state. They are always reaching for continuous improvement. After we are gone, these cities will live on for a really long time, outliving generations. It’s always a process of rejuvenation, reinvention and creating a new tomorrow. In a way you never get there, but you are always striving for that next state of the future. This innovation is driven by bottom up collaboration, sharing of data, lots of analytics. We have to tackle the problem – not take a sledgehammer to it. You’ve got to be very insightful about how we apply scarce resources, very precise about understanding who needs the services and tackle those in precision manner. Cities are spending 70%+ of their budget keeping their lights on. They don’t have enough headroom for innovation. By using technology to a) deliver new services and b) find out who needs those services, we can actually create the infrastructure/framework/solution that allows a completely different cost structure – moving from CAPEX to OPEX, paying for services that they use, allowing them to scale quickly, and layer on new services.



“We no longer have a camera that just counts
cars. It can read a number plate. It can count 
pedestrians. It can activate the traffic lights for the 
cyclists.

We take about eight petabytes of data a week [on 
CCTV], and that's what we're analyzing. That's from 
about 1,800 cameras that are out on the streets.”

Roger Jones
Chief Technology Officer of Auckland Transport

Auckland Transport gathers, analyzes, and 
distributes vast amounts of data in real-time to 
improve safety for pedestrians, cyclists, and 
motorists, while also improving traffic flow and 
reducing congestion.
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This is a public referenceApproved by HPE Customer Reference COE      �Challenge: Auckland Transport, the agency responsible for Auckland, New Zealand’s roads, cycleways, walkways, ferries, buses, and trains, needs to drive increased usage of public and shared transportation, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, improve accessibility, reduce congestion, and improve public transport security.               Business Solution: Enable Smart City IT infrastructure to support gathering, analyzing, and distributing enormous amounts of data in near real time.                Business results:•       Traffic signals can be modified to accommodate changes in traffic flow in real time, reducing congestion and improving residents’ quality of life•       Statistical analysis helps identify problem intersections, traffic patterns to respond more effectively to emergencies and to support long-term improvements in the safety of roads, walkways, cycleways•       Security incidents detected more quickly, enabling authorities to more effectively protect the public•       Improved emergency response capabilities enabled via real-time data feeds and fast analysis•       Improved ability to detect and respond to public feedback and perceptions, supporting long-term improvements of public transport services and safety•       In the future: congestion alleviated; emissions reduced               Quote :  “From an organization perspective, it's about trying to make dramatic change in the way we deliver transport options to our customers, to the citizens of the city.” Roger Jones, CTO, Auckland Transport                 IT Solution:•       Gather data and aggregate data from video cameras, roadway sensors, social media, external applications such as rail scheduling systems, and news feeds•       Analyze that data and make it available to other city agencies and departments, and third party applications developers •       Gather and analyze real-time video data from 200 security camera and feed analytics results to law enforcement or other authorities to improve public transport security by enabling faster response to evolving public safety events•       Engage community through hackathons to find creative ways to derive  value from the available data•       HPE solutions include HP ProLiant BladeSystem servers, HP 3PAR, HP Flexfabric; HP OneView and HP Insight Controller; HP Software Defined Networking (SDN), and HP HAVEn Big Data Platform (Hadoop, HP IDOL, HP Vertica)•       Partnership with HP labs to drive innovation                IT Results:•       2000 video feeds recorded•       200 video feeds analyzed in real time•       Over 8 Big Data core business capabilities enabled, including Contextual Search, Data Exploration, Image/Video Analytics, Accelerated Analytic, Geospatial Analytics, Sentiment Analysis, SQL on Hadoop, Predictive Analytics•       License plate recognition application deployedFor more information, read the HPE | Auckland Transport Case Study (http://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA6-5484ENW.pdf)



Transit systems, ticketing

Cargo and logistics management

Pervasive wireless & connectivity

Operations dashboard,
command & control centers

Portals & mobile apps

Communications with citizens

IoT in government facilities

Quality of life

Citizen-centric outcomes of a real-time city

New economy ready Connected city Core services Agility and resilience Collaboration &
innovation
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What are some examples of a connected city?



Intelli-Auto: Smart Cars
Overview

Rainstorm detection
Advance warning of rain on the road 
ahead using Swarm Intelligence to 
make driving safer

High wind speed detection
Advance warning of high winds on the 
road ahead - Infrastructure to Vehicle 
Communications

Leveraging raw information gathered from other vehicles on the road (e.g., the 
“swarm”) as well as from surrounding infrastructure – real-time contextual 
intelligence can be passed to a specific vehicle or other drivers for a better and 
intelligent driving experience

Pothole detection
Advance warning of pot holes in the 
road ahead

Geofencing location-aware 
headlights
Using Geo fencing to ensure the
driver knows of local regulations as 
they cross a border (states, provinces, 
countries)

Home garage parking
Smart Home Garage 
Parking Spot Availability 
before arriving home



Healthcare

Education

Revenue & fees management

Business registry

Single window access

“Ask only once”

MyCity mobile applications

Quality of life

Citizen-centric outcomes of a real-time city

New economy ready Connected city Core services Agility and resilience Collaboration &
innovation
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What are examples of core services?



Empowered patient orchestrates personal health & wellbeing
Broad fabric of industries to interconnect

Food
Am I allergic to 

additives?

Healthcare
Orchestration &
decision making

Diet

Mental / Emotional

Exercise

Medication

Education

Others

Empowerment enablers

Knowledge
Technology

Associations
Institutions

Digital patient data directly impacts 
other industries 

Smart Cities
Air quality information

Services

Wellbeing
Guided exercise

based on bio-data

Pharma
Dosage matched
to environment

Entertainment
Perfectly sized clothing

Activity-matched snacks
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Digitization is disrupting industries today, whether they are noticing or not.  It reduces scarcity by making everything sharable and copy able in an instant.”This has of course caused some market issues were scarcity drives the value of the product, eg the entertainment industry.  But when the digital information is about you, a world of possible disruptions emerges.  Currently, the value of your digital information is based mainly on how much it can be sold to an advertiser, . In the future the value of a share will be in the citizens hands, and you will make sharing decisions based on the value you'll received in return,  this will be disruptive Imagine, A world where you;     Can scan a food and compare it to you medical record to see if there are additives that you are allergic to     Can share your biometric information to a fashion house to get your clothing produced for you exact body size     You can see what the pollution of your city is so you can decide what medication you need to take      You can give you Dr/Coach access to you daily bio-data so they can improve your wellness     You journal and ECG readings to your spiritual guru to get specific guided meditations for that day.      Your airline knows how heavy you and you luggage are so that can offer you a discount on you ticket because the plane will use less fuel.     Your calendar is connected to your ride sharing service so your car knows what time to arrive to get you to you meeting on time     You movie subscription know when it movie night and orders you favourite snacks.The digital healthcare system is built on the fact that your information is held by a 3rd party, whether that be on paper or in a "bespoke" electronic health record.The future will be different, the future will be based around the digital patient, the digital citizen with the individual holds and controls the data and acts as a enabled as the orchestrator of their care.   Orchestrating how organisations and people will access their data is key.  Sharing will be based on trust and the value will be based on what is generated by the sharing of the data.  If by sharing your data you will received care in return you will make that share.



Clinician access and 
convenience 

Data-driven 
improvement

More accurate
treatment

Digitally disrupting healthcare

Quantified / digitized self Connected medical
devices

Tele-healthcare Clinical efficiency Precision medicine

Patient data moves from “edge to cloud”

Health databases
Patient owned clouds

Self-monitoring and 
care

Apple
Zephyr
Samsung

Fitbit
Nokia

Bedside
Imaging 
Hospital
Take-home devices
Prescribed devices

Easily sharing data
between patients and 
clinicians

Accessing education
on one’s own condition

Taking the data to the 
clinicians, Digital pathology, 
tele-radiology 

Electronic medical records 

Picture Archiving and 
Communication System

Radiology Information System

Patient journeys through 
hospital

Hospital administration/ 
management 

DNA

Personalized medicine

Precision medicine

Population healthcare

Machine learning AI, and Analytics needs visibility of all the data and how it is connected
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Go full screen to see animationsSmart Pills - http://www.monashhq.com.au/gas-sniffing-smart-pills-pass-human-trials/“”Off the slide to the left is a physical person, the narrative here is about the human body becoming more digital as we move to the right, and what that enables “”We believe we are living in  a world where people are digitizing themselves.  The quantified self is a trend that has driven new consumer electronics over the last few years, and puts the data, and feedback into the patients hands, allowing them to focus on their own wellness.  Connected medical devices are in patients homes and at bedsides monitoring vital signs and feeding data in the patients health record�Tele-healthcare solutions, enable patients and clinicians to share data between themselves and into their communities to enable a richer patient care experience.  Allowing patients to access education on their conditions so they can care for themselves The combination of all the digital data is key to understanding how we can improve clinical efficiencies. From understanding how people move through a hospital facility, all the way to personalized medicine, populations healthcare studies and DNA analasys.   �What next ? Swollowable?This digital transformation is happening if we are ready or not.



Real Time Command and Control Center
Measure, detect, anticipate, dispatch

Manage heterogeneous and interconnected 
systems 
Education, health, energy, security, citizen protection, buildings, 
water distribution, transport, public services

Several platforms and applications to monitor 
With their own APIs 
Generating large amount of data

Measure, detect and anticipate
Transport: traffic fluidity, anticipate congestions
Energy: optimize / control distribution and consumption
Water: preserve this common resource
Building: improve energy consumption
Education: new e-learning resources adoption
Security / protection: prevention, action thanks to numeric devices
Public services: simplify processes, improve efficiency



Hybrid 
IT

Real-Time delivery of citizen services is priority #1

Emergency services

Number plate 
recognition

Unusual behavior 
identification

Blood pressure 
control

Sensor detection

Pay-as-you-go 
models

Regulation compliance

Intelligent 
Edge

Integrated citizen 
services

Rapid 
deployment

Multi-cloud 
flexibilityData location

& privacy

Policy to 
delivery

Your Apps & 
Information
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For governments and public sector agencies to be successful, HPE believes speeding time to value across a hybrid world is the #1 priority – and to do this, the new generation of apps and data demands a technology (platform) strategy that is:� Fast, flexible, scalable and “composable”, delivered in today’s reality of a hybrid IT environment – whether your apps and data are in your data center, private and public clouds, multi-clouds and the edge of your network – and having the flexibility to operate seamlessly across these environments � Able to capitalize on the convergence of IoT, apps, data closest to your customers, employees, users and transactions – the intelligent edge – where your enterprise touches citizens, employees and the outside world, and where data, new value and experiences are being created. Beyond reliable and secure connections, it’s critical the data collection and analytics be built-in to provide context and insights that drive value and result in a completely different categories of citizen services.Transition: HPE believes enterprises must excel at and unify these 2 key areas – across all of your apps – old and new – and your data – wherever they live. Only HPE is innovating and unifying these two areas.



Real-Time City platform architecture

Application layer

Services enablement layer

Data orchestration layer

Infrastructure layer

City dashboard
Personal 

dashboard 
Government big 
data applications

Commercial big 
data applications

Government 
transactional 
applications

Commercial 
transactional 
applications

Unified control 
center

Security rules
Identity 

management
Trust 

authentication
Payment gateway

Location & 
mapping

Platform as a
Service

Data governance

Window to City
Data analytics tools: Historic & predictive / APIs

Transactional 
data store

Structured data Unstructured data Data transformation City semantics Audit

Open standards data ingestion interfaces and storage

Government 
devices

Personal 
devices

Utility
devices

City IoT infrastructure

Commercial 
sources

Government 
systems

Social media & 
other data

City data stores

Fixed & 
wireless 

networks

Cloud + 
compute, 
storage

City ICT infrastructure

Se
cu

ri
ty
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You need a multilayered model to make this work - from the infrastructure layer to the application layer. This is an example of what we just implemented with Dubai.



City transformation Journey & Prioritization

Citizen experience
Digital government , information workers

Agency operations
Joined up, insight driven

Information 
technology

Service broker

Business
models

Innovation, cost shift

Future CityStage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3Business Solutions “As A Service”

Open (Government) Data 

Advanced analytics as-a-Service

Outcomes-based contracts

Capex to Opex shift

Consolidation of 
investment decisions

Shared services & 
leveraged assets

Social innovation and open 
innovation platforms

Citizen co-design and co-innovation

Multi-govt initiatives

Automation &
Workflow

Cloud First

Software-defined & 
composable

infrastructureHybrid IT

UIoT

As-a-service Big data

Collaboration tools

Enterprise
Content management

Open Data

Open innovation

Web services

RADMobile First

Citizen insight & cross
department operations

Individual / 
Personalized

Structured & 
unstructured data 

for citizen view

Social media data to 
improve citizen 

engagement

Advanced predictive analytics for 
optimizing demand & supply

Secure, unified repository 
of citizen information

Common reference data

Public value focus

Co-innovate on
government services

Mobile 
Services

24 X 7 X 365 
govt services

Scenario planning
for resilience

Secure and 
private

One-stop shop

Stage 3

Stage 2

Stage 1
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This shows you the stages of a city’s transformation journey. We map this journey for you with a series of assessments and figure out how to take you towards that end-state.We want to enable public value with all of this.



Ensuring that solutions deliver Public Value

Public 
Value 

Framework

Quality of service
– Access to services & speed
– Attitude of customer-facing staff
– Choice of services and providers
– Ease of finding information. “Joined Up”

Outcomes
– Long-term outcomes versus short term outputs
– Sustainability
– Social and Economic Returns vs pure ROI

Cost & efficiency
– Process simplification and automation
– Asset utilization
– Throughput and turnover ratios
– Integration & information sharing

Trust
– Security and privacy
– Collaboration and co-innovation
– Transparency and open communication
– Equity and outcome orientation

Inclusion
– Services for all segments
– Minimize digital divide
– Micro-segmentation and insight-

driven decisions
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All of this is to enable public value. This is what distinguishes the work that we do in future cities as opposed to a commercial project. A commercial project can be measured in pure ROI. In the world of cities and government, the ROI model falls apart.This model looks at a balance of five things:Quality of service: Government has to provide high quality services, because people are comparing to other services in their lives.Cost & efficiency: It has to be efficient because we can’t keep increasing taxes and fees.Inclusivity: Services have to be made available to all segments.Outcomes have to be delivered. And sometimes, the benefits aren’t visible for many years.Trust: Without trust in systems, government, and the fact that the data (person and private) is being maintained, nobody is going to take up these services.This public value framework in terms of driving outcomes, that becomes the anchor for the transformation roadmap, resource allocation, solution identification, etc. 



Thank you
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